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A code of practice
Today, only few Australian trailers are equipped with
antilock brakes, and even less have load-sensing brakes or
EBS. To reduce the fatality rate of Australian truck drivers
in crashes and help the industry manage the introduction of
new braking and stability technologies, the Australian Road
Transport Suppliers Association (ARTSA) has developed a Brake
Code of Practice for combinations.
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Mercedes, Scania and Volvo were on
display and some were demonstrated on
track. Australian trailer manufacturers also

INNOVATION IN FLOATS

displayed the latest trailer technologies.
“We should marvel at what can be
achieved with the application of electronic
controls to heavy vehicles,” says ARTSA
Chairman Dr Peter Hart. “Smart vehicles

QUAD 4x4 AXLE WIDENING LOWLOADER

can now have stability controls, automatic
emergency braking, lane assistant, cruise
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control management etc. But does smart
gear always improve things? Maybe.
“Europe has mandated Electronic Stability
Control (or Electronic Stability Program)
on trucks and trailers starting progressively
about now. It seems that North America
and Japan will follow this lead. Under
current plans, ESC will be mandated on
new trucks and trailers in Australia by mid
2015, although this is not confirmed.”
So what does ESC do for trucks? It applies

Truck operators and drivers deserve to be told
about good practice when new technologies are
introduced.

2.5M Closed, 3.5M Open, 11M Deck length
Deep chassis + coaming rails for less deection.
“Scraper” shaped gooseneck to load further forward.
Hydraulic suspension lifts any axle – no jacks.
Auto greasing, Toolboxes, Spare Wheel Carrier.
Heavy Duty Hydraulic Ramps, double acting for safety.
Options include: Steering axles, double fold ramps, winch,
hydro-gas suspension.
SEE THIS TRAILER AT ROADWEST TRAILERS
SITE 37 BRISBANE TRUCK SHOW

brakes on selected wheels to correct the
vehicle trajectory. The system knows where

trucks, ESC is built on top of an Electronic
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mandated ABS on trailers many years ago.

the steering wheel position and the brake

Australian and some Japanese trucks, ESC

In fact, most trailers in Europe also have

and throttle pedals. “But ESC will also

is built onto an ABS system.

trailer EBS. The ESC designers assumed

apply the trailer brakes - and that’s where

“But it makes no sense to rely on ESC

that trailers would be reasonably well

the problems may occur,” says Dr Hart.
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behaved if the ESC system were to give the
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antilock braking function. On European

trailer braking system.” Therefore, all of

truck should pull a trailer that, at least, has
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